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From Fetish To Fashion: Japanese Style as Commodity in 19th and 20th Century Britain
Becca Schmiegel
Thesis

Abstract:
Japanese representation in art and design brought about an age when, according to a reporter at a
1878 international exhibition in Paris, “even the greatest mistresses of European crafts lay down
their weapons in shame.”1 women’s fashions were able to transcend national borders through the
development of Japanese designs, Orientalist ideals, and the importance of the body. Eastern
eroticism was heightened through British designers, as seen in the development of the Western
kimono. From Fetish to Fashion focuses on how the relationship between the state and culture
can be established by an unexpected medium: women’s fashion.
This thesis examines how the British women’s fashion designers of the second half of the
nineteenth century accessed themes of Japanese design following the opening of Japan to foreign
trade. It also examines the nexus of state politics and culture in an Orientalist frame, exposing the
relationship of Japanese trade and the rising fascination with Japanese culture. By incorporating
traditional Japanese motifs of naturalism and the symbolism of the geisha seen in exhibitions and
expositions, designers were able to produce a new genre of fashion that would influence the
relationship between Britain and Japan leading up to the twentieth century. Japonism in fashion
ushered in a wave of Orientalism toward Japan, creating a cultural fascination that would grow
into a unique form of cultural appropriation.
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Introduction:

“Madame de Marelle ran in, wearing a pink silk Japanese kimono embroidered with a
gold landscape, blue flowers and white birds… he found her very attractive in her soft, brightly
colored kimono, less elegant than Madame Forester in her white negligee... less endearing, less
dainty, but more exciting, more seductive...he was conscious of a definite, animal, sensual desire,
which made his hands tingle, to strike the soft curves of her silk wrapper.” Guy de Maupassant’s
novel, Bel Ami, centers around the theme of social advancement through sexual triumphs. It was
published in Paris in 1885, amid recognizable transformations in how the West began to see
Japan in the emergence of “Japonism.” With this singular passage, De Maupassant reflects
cultural and social complexities that had emerged in the nineteenth century, such as the
importance of the body, representation of women in society, and most importantly, the
relationship between Japan and the West. Describing the protagonist’s main love and sexual
interest as wearing a Japanese kimono, De Maupassant equates eroticism and social climbing
with the cultural appropriation of Japanese fashion. This particular instance, one among many
other literary and physical representations of Japan and its material culture, points towards a
unique way to understand Anglo-Japanese relations concerning fashion and culture.
This thesis focuses on the manifestation of cultural appropriation in women’s fashion
during timely changes in artistic expression. From Fetish to Fashion argues that “Japonism” ––
the cultural obsession with Japan –– slowly came to be a part of British artistic culture through
the medium of women’s clothing. Following the opening of Japan in the mid-1850s, the Western
world became enamored with the exoticism associated with the country. Travel writers,
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photographers, painters, authors, and eventually fashion designers began to use Japan as a static
symbol and muse for artistic expression, rather than a dynamic country. I argue that the use
women’s fashion in the adoption of Japonism in Britain is of importance for two reasons. The
first is that fashion has a unique quality in which it is able to be manipulated for a certain
purpose, whether for interpersonal persuasion, manifestation of a popular culture, or validation
of an artistic expression. Art and design undoubtedly have similar traits, but fashion combines
the two in a distinct way, allowing for individual expression and representation of a larger
culture. Unlike art and design, fashion could be marketed and traded in such a way that reflected
the power of the producer and the inspirations and desires of the consumer, making it an ideal
medium in which capitalism and Orientalism intersect. British fashion that incorporated Japanese
motifs eventually transformed from a solely economic commodity to an artistic one, further
ingraining Japonism into British culture. Second, fashion is an exemplary method of examining
the importance of the body. As Elizabeth Grosz discusses in her essay, “Bodies of Knowledges:
Feminism and the Crisis of Reason,” clothing and fashion play an instrumental role in discussing
social and cultural indicators, “binding individuals to systems of significance in which they
become signs to be read by others and themselves.”2 Clothing is indicative not only of social
class, but also of individual preferences inspired by one’s surroundings. For these reasons,
fashion in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries can be seen as an economic and cultural
tapestry, one that can be easily interrogated to expose an Orientalist frame.

Japan and Orientalism

Grosz, Elizabeth, “Bodies and knowledges: Feminism and the Crisis of Reason,” Linda Alcoff & Elizabeth Potter
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The advent of Anglo-Japanese trade arose through a stereotypically British imperial
ambition. Just weeks after the Americans signed the Treaty of Edo in the summer of 1858, the
first Western point of contact with Japan, British officials hastened to sign the Treaty of Amity
and Commerce, guaranteeing the opening of three Japanese ports to foreign trade. This singular
act would soon spark a stylistic shift in what was considered ‘fashionable’ in Britain, thus
establishing a new norm that was based on exoticism and cultural appropriation. Prior to the
1850s, Japan had been a place only of rumors to the British; there were tales of floating worlds
built for entertainment and pleasure. There were legends of samurai and epic displays of
manliness. And most importantly, there were stories of women of unparalleled grace and beauty,
able to cater to any man’s wants and desires.3 Much of what was already known about Japan
came from German naturalist and explorer Engelbert Kaempfer, who traveled to Japan in the late
seventeenth century as a physician for two years. His posthumously published 1727 work,
History of Japan, detailed his experiences, opinions, and interpretations of the country through a
Western perspective. 4 Kaempfer’s assumptions about Japan influenced many scholars and
interested travelers; Commodore Matthew Perry – famed American general who forcefully
opened Japan to foreign trade with the Convention of Kanagawa - even brought the volume on
his journey to open the country in 1858. 5 Kaempfer described the locals, especially the women,
through a Western male gaze, noting the numerous brothels in which women would “sit on
verandas constantly eyeing approaching travelers; with amorous cries from here and there, they
do try to outdo each other calling him to their inn, the prattle ringing in the traveler’s ears.” 6
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A fascination with geisha and Japanese culture ensued in Europe, culminating in an
exuberant demand for Japanese items following the abrupt opening of the country. Multiple
travel writers, artists, photographers and designers journeyed to Japan after its opening to
observe what they believed to be a new, almost-mythical land. Foreign expositions took place in
the 1860s and 70s, bringing an array of designers and fashion stylists to witness the newly
imported items. Soon, all of Europe was seeing Japanese decadence in daily life.
At the crux of the fetishization of Japanese fashion is the Orientalized approach in which
British understood Japan in the late nineteenth century. There are many different ways to
understand cultural appropriation, though practical applications of the idea stem from the theory
of Orientalism and the Westernization of Japan following the beginning of trade relations. It is
important to note that the Orientalist gaze that permeated Britain’s fascination with Japan
differed in some ways from that discussed in Edward Said’s Orientalism. Said contends that any
original interpretation of cultural materials form other cultures for the sake of Western identity
becomes patronizing, ultimately shuttering eastern countries as inherently inferior to western
ones. Though Said mainly referenced India and the Bible lands in his book, he asserts in his last
chapter that the “’Orient’ is itself a constituted entity, and the notion that there are geographical
spaces of indigenous, radically ‘different’ inhabitants who can be defined in the bases of some
religion, culture, or racial essence proper to that geographical space is equally a highly debatable
idea.”7
According to Richard Minear, Japan is not tailored to fit well into Said’s interpretation of
Oriental countries. It was not fantasized about until the middle of the nineteenth century, when
travel writers and artists began to indulge in rumors of a small but powerful island to the east. It
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also did not hold any historical or religious meaning in Britain, as compared to Arabia or Egypt.
Most importantly, it was not colonized but instead a colonizer itself; starting in 1895, Japan
sacked its neighboring countries, brutally conquering areas in Korea and China. Japan’s lack of
natural resources and ubiquitous military prowess made it undesirable for conquest, and
Europeans did not actively participated in the “dominating, restructuring, and having authority
over the Orient” in Japan, actions that Said understands as a vital component for the study of
Orientalism.8 While Japan was looked at as an artistic inspiration that would greatly affect
British cultural development, it was outside the political influential sphere of Europe. Around the
time that Japan began developing stronger military tendencies and international influence,
Rudyard Kipling, a favorite example of Said’s for displaying Orientalism, wrote: “Verily, Japan
is a great people, her masons play with stone, her carpenters with wood, her smiths with iron and
her artists with life. Mercifully, she has been denied the last touch of firmness in her character
that would enable her to play with the whole round world. We possess that. We, the nation of the
glass flower shade, the pink worsted mat and the red-green china puppy doll and the poisonous
Brussels carpet. It is our compensation.” This anxious attitude from the British concerning
Japan’s power was further accentuated with Anglo-Japanese Alliance of 1902. This alliance was
signed in response to the growing prowess of Japan, a clear sign that British officials were
cognizant of the country’s independence and ability. 9

The Westernization of Japan itself points more aptly to a growing sense of inferiority
projected by the British. Undergoing a countrywide revolution with the Meiji Restoration, Japan
officials were eager to assert dominance over their own citizens. The way to accomplish this was
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through rapid Westernization, and an urgently constructed belief in the superiority of European
customs and materials. 10 The quickly growing Meiji government, “desperate to catch up and
escape semicolonial dependence,” sent multiple envoys to Europe, such as the Iwakura Mission
in 1873, to better understand Western machinery, economics, and fashions. Western dress was
adopted because of its association with power, modernization, and progress. 11 Though the
traditional kimono was not forbidden in Japan, it became a garment that only women wore, as
men donned the Western three-piece suits, only changing into kimonos in the privacy of their
homes. Traditional Japanese style became privatized, dated, and exoticized by the Japanese
themselves.
This argument does not, however, go so far as to suggest there was no exoticism
associated with Japanese art or design on behalf of the Europeans; the evidence from de
Maupassant clearly points towards a growing eroticism surrounding Japan, as was also apparent
in heightened interest in Japanese fashion. Said even mentions that Japan is an example of a
country that offers a “more sober, more realistic ‘Oriental’ awareness” because of the practical
application of appropriation of its culture. 12 Furthermore, Said asserts that the Oriental woman
“never spoke for herself, she never represented her emotions, presence, or history. He spoke for
and represented her.”13 From Fetish to Fashion contends that Japanese women were sexualized
and, oftentimes, misrepresented in the nineteenth century, and their clothing and femininity
ultimately produced cultural and artistic change. This is paired with the recognition that Japanese
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elites Orientalized traditional practices among their own population, which created a perfect
storm of cultural appropriation that serves as the base of my argument.

The Fetish
The first early examples of Orientalism of Japan are seen in the messages portrayed
during the Aesthetic Movement. The Aesthetic Movement was a cultural revolution that
pointedly argued against the overbearing ideals of the Victorian age. 14 Many famous writers,
artists, and designers identified with the Movement’s appeals for freeing artistic expression. The
Aesthetic Movement was clearly impacted by the opening of Japanese trade and the ensuing
fascination with the country; it is said that two of the most important cornerstones of the
movement were the interest caused by the International Exhibition at Kensington in 1862 and the
“personality which linked the passion for all things oriental and Japanese with the avantgarde.”15 The 1862 Kensington exhibition was the first international exhibition the Japanese
attended, timely planned around Japan’s growing Westernization and fascination with Europe. A
large booth in the back of the exhibition held Japanese treasures such as parasols, fabrics,
ceramics, and crafts. Interestingly, however, each of the items belonged to an avid collector of
Japanese items, Sir Rutherford Alcock, and the collection was looked at with disdain by the
Japanese attendees. One of the translators for the Japanese embassy in attendance, Yukichi
Fukuzawa, admonished the exhibit for its simplified design compared to the other 35 countries
represented. He claimed that “the point of holding expositions is to teach and learn from each
other, and to take advantage of each other’s strengths. It is like trading intelligence and ideas.”
The British artists in attendance, however, were enthralled with the Eastern wares for their
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intricate and exotic style. 16 Because of this reliance on stylization, the Movement’s artists did not
look to Japan for its complexities, but rather as an inspiration to bolster European culture. 17
These painters heightened stereotypes of Japanese women, particularly geishas, exposing
contrasts with norms embodied by European women.
The allure of Japanese style instantly became a coveted inspiration for aesthetic art and
design. Western artists created intricate and engaging watercolors that displayed everyday
Japanese life, but, more importantly, they also exposed the typical daily activities of geishas.
Japanese women were often painted in leisure activities, such as reclining on couches or taking
strolls outside.18 In this way, Japanese women were seen to have an exorbitant amount of free
time and were perceived as complacent dolls rather than active members of society. Perhaps the
most influential painter of the Aesthetic Movement was James McNeill Whistler (1834-1903), an
American painter based in London who was famous for his artistic renditions of Japanese
scenes.19 Whistler was an advocate for the Aesthetic
movement and a proponent of “art for art’s sake,” meaning
that he and his followers saw Japan as stagnant muse rather
than a dynamic country with multiplicity of groups and
individuals.

Figure 1: James McNeill Whistler
Three Figures: Pink and Grey
1868-1878
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This is especially true when Western paintings depicted geishas in the bath. Many
European artists eroticized Japanese women in their paintings, including Whistler, and MarieFrancois-Firmin-Girard, and James Tissot (see figures 1 and 2). These artists aimed to expose
private scenes in the delicate hours prior to these women assuming their roles as geishas. 20 As art
historian Sarah Sik expressed, “artists were able to present sensual
images the equivalent of which would be considered scandalous if a
modern Western woman was asserted to be the subject.”21 Tellingly,
these paintings almost always showed these women in kimonos.
Kimonos constituted the veil that masked the underlying eroticism
hidden within these paintings. Eventually, kimonos themselves, rather
than the Japanese women or the Japanese scenery, came to represent
the exoticism and fascination with what Edward Said and other post

Figure 2: James Tissot
Japanese Lady at the
Bath
1864

colonial theorists would call “the other.” 22 Geishas, and Japanese women in general, came to
represent a new understanding of female identity, a “schizophrenic hybrid of two rapidly
coalescing constructs, that of Japanese modernity and that of newly packaged tradition.”23
Popular magazines would eventually warn European women against dressing up in kimonos,
fearful that the act would incite unwanted sexual attraction. One such magazine stated: “Beware
reader, that in your innocence you do not copy the head-dress of kimono from photos you may
see in albums or on fans or screens, because they are nearly always represent the costume of

20
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those frail creatures of easy virtue.” 24 Likening Japanese women to “creatures of easy virtue”
distanced Japan dramatically from social norms of the West, “othering” the country and culture
so drastically that it became completely unacceptable to dress as a Japanese woman. It would not
be seen as unacceptable, however, to dress in a Western interpretation of Japan.
By the mid-1870s, the sensual appeal of kimonos had already begun to saturate Western
society, Through multiple world’s fairs and exhibitions, kimonos and Japanese style transformed
from being deemed unacceptable and risqué to being encouraged and trendy. These world’s fairs,
such as the 1862 International London Exhibition in Kensington, hosted representatives from a
number of countries and displayed a myriad of crafts. Though the Europeans typically
coordinated the fairs to showcase machinery and technology developed during the Industrial
Revolution, the presence of Japanese craftsmanship grew rapidly at each exhibition. Japanese
involvement grew from a meager collection of Japanese items acquired by a British aristocrat in
1862 to being so large as to influence art and design across Europe.
Japanese participation in world’s fair ranged in degree within each exhibition. At the
Paris Exhibition of 1867, for example, an independent Japanese booth was coordinated by exmilitary members and philandering members of powerful families. The booth boasted a tea store
where guests could watch Japanese women leisurely smoking long pipes, and received many
interested visitors. 25 The men who designed the booth, however, were not official representatives
of the Japanese government, but rather autonomous Japanese citizens that used the sexualization
of women to derive a profit. 26

24
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It was not until the International Exhibition in Vienna of 1873 that the newly formed
Meiji government actively participated in world’s fairs. Following the Meiji Restoration,
officials were eager to share the style, art, and beauty of Japan. A large Shinto shrine adorned
with Japanese plants lead to an arched bridge within the exhibit hall, interlaid with delicate crafts
such as fans and ceramics. The Meiji officials were so concerned with conveying a specific
cultural image that they hired a German consultant, G. Wagener, to assist with the selection and
placement of the objects. This guaranteed that the Japanese booth, which Wagener also
suggested be large enough to attract public attention and “to emphasize the Oriental exoticism,”
was relatable to a Western audience. 27 Most importantly, each exposition from the late 1860s
and early 1870s boasted the attendance of foreign diplomats, artists, designers, and nobility,
guaranteeing the spread of Japonism.
This fascination paralleled directly with the writings of Christopher Dresser (1834-1904),
a design theorist whose work encapsulated how the British
interpreted Japan in 1870s. Dresser, the first designer to travel to
Japan in 1876, recognized the growing attention Japan was
receiving from artists. Later that same year, Dresser discussed the
significance of cross-cultured inspirations in his book, Studies in
Design, noting that fundamental design principles across cultures
were “immutable laws” that only experienced designers could
break.28 Through Dressers idea, designers and artists were given
Figure 1: Claude Monet
La Japonaise
1876

a professional challenge: to prove that they could bend these

National Diet Library – Japan. “Vienna International Exposition of 1873”
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immutable laws and fold Japanese motifs into their own artistic conceptions. One of the most
successful artists to do so was Claude Monet in his 1876 painting, “La Japonaise” (see figure 3).
This 7.5ft by 4.5ft figure painting depicts Camille Monet, Monet’s wife, wearing a bright red
kimono, complete an emerging samurai figure. Many art critics at the time were impressed with
how well Monet presented the Japanese culture, especially given the massive size of the painting.
“La Japonaise” unabashedly constructed the perceived differences between Japanese culture and
Western interpretation with this painting, in accordance with Christopher Dresser’s guidelines.
Monet painted his wife, a natural brunette, wearing a blonde wig to strengthen her Western
identity. Additionally, the alternate title of the painting is “Camille Monet in Japanese Costume,”
signifying his understanding that Western society had begun to appropriate Japanese style.
Interestingly, when auctioned, the painting was sold to Ernest Hoschedé, a department store
owner in Paris.29 These exchanges between art, Orientalism, and capitalism occurred at a critical
time in the fashion industry with the advent of haute couture.
Haute couture - literally meaning “high sewing” in French - describes a specific method
of dressmaking where each apparel item is custom-made for a specific client. There were
multiple stipulations for an item to be considered haute couture; it had to originate from a haute
couture fashion house registered with the Le Chambre Syndicale de la Haute Couture, be an
original design to match a client’s needs, and had to be created by at least fifteen employees in a
specific fashion house. 30 Haute couture was, according to Harold Koda and Richard Martin at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume institute, “a discipline of ultimate imagination,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, “La Japonaise (Camille Monet in Japanese Costume),” Mfa.com
https://www.mfa.org/collections/object/la-japonaise-camille-monet-in-japanese-costume-33556 (accessed April 30,
2018.
30
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29
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unaccountable to cost, with the paradox of being the fashion most cognizant of its ideal
clients.”31 The freedom of imagination that Koda and Martin describe allowed both designers
and consumers to perceive the fashion market, understand the trends, and invest in a completely
unique gown. Englishman Charles Frederick Worth became the pioneer in the new fashion
business.
When Worth travelled to Paris in 1845, he did not speak a word of French. Yet he soon
became a very successful business man and known as “the Father of Couture.” 32 From his
company came some of the most Japanese-influenced examples of women’s fashions that the
West had ever seen in the nineteenth century. Furthermore, his contributions to the fashion
industry as a whole transformed clothing from a practical commodity to an art form. 33 According
to Adam Geczy, Senior Lecturer of Visual Art at the University of Sydney, Worth “prized the
industry away from the [fashion] guilds and located it in the courtier himself, as a matter of talent
and creation.”34 The business of haute couture had lasting effects on the fashion industry and was
so profitable because designers were able to anticipate growing fashion trends and act upon
them. For example, fashion historian Jane Ashelford writes that “Worth’s genius lay in his ability
to predict the kind of fashion that would become popular and introduce new styles before women
knew they were bored with existing ones,” 35 Prior to Worth’s ingenious business model, high
fashion was only available to extremely wealthy patrons, such as the nobility, who could afford
the services of individual dressmakers. Most of the population designed their own garments with
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their fabric of choice. Wealthy women would have their costume sewn for them by prominent
dressmakers, while high-to-middle-class women created the garments themselves or with the
help of skilled in-house servants. With the advent of haute couture, fashion houses now designed
the garments, acquired materials, fit the dresses, and sold their assets directly to an interested
buyer. More styles, fabrics, and tastes could be experimented with, increasing the number of
dresses a woman would acquire throughout the years. 36
Worth developed a new way to market fashion to the nobility with his introduction of
haute couture, and fashion houses across the Western world imitated this practice. For an item to
be considered haute couture in nineteenth century France, it had to be produced distinctly by a
particular fashion house, had to be individually tailored to a client, and had to be part of a
collection that was marketed twice a year. 37 Because of these requirements, only extremely
wealthy women had access to high fashion, making it the perfect medium to experiment with
individualized designs. Fashion houses that advertised themselves as being haute couture
anticipated the emergent eroticism towards Japan based on Whistler’s artwork and Dresser’s
writings and were prepared to act upon the marketable trend.
The introduction of haute couture in the mid-1850s mirrored the opening of Japan, and
the changes felt in the fashion industry became the perfect medium to incorporate Japanese
motifs. For the first time, clothing became a way to express hidden desires and revel in fantasies.
A small but significant number of Worth’s designs, therefore, were costumes. An extensive
archival collection of House of Worth’s photographs, drawings, and fashion plates is housed at
the Archive of Art and Design at Blythe House in partnership with the Victoria & Albert
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Museum in London. House of Worth, in association with
Paquin Ltd., donated the collection in 1955. The collection
illustrates the extensive scope of Worth’s designs, clients,
and inspirations. Representations of evening dresses,
daywear, and outerwear were present in the archive,
alongside a sample theatrical costumes that display distinct
replications of non-European style. For example, one
garment dating from the 1870s presents a long, unshapen
tunic overlaid a heavy skirt set, complete with billowing
sleeves and extravagant embroidery (see figure 4).

Figure 4: House of Worth Theatrical
Costume, ca. 1870

Though the identity of the client that commissioned the
costume is not clear, the fact that Worth designed a dress with blatant Japanese similarities is
telling of how “otherness” was influencing the haute couture industry. Even more important is
the combination of Japanese-inspired designs and other non-European, Middle Eastern designs in
the collection. Categorizing all non-European designs as “theatrical costumes” demonstrates how
haute couture was used as a ribbon that bound Said’s “othered” cultures - the Middle East and
Japan - in one classification.38

The Fashion:
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During the nineteenth century, there was not a better channel to market Orientalist
designs than women’s fashion and haute couture. Yet fashion took the fascination with Japan to a
level haute couture never could. Fashion served as the overarching, generalized appreciation of
certain styles, and could be manipulated based on popular cultural additions, such as Japan’s
influence. Fashion can be defined as the way the public interacted with popular styles; if British
society were appreciative of the designs, it became fashion. Haute couture served as the means to
acquire the physical manifestation of that appreciation. Though haute couture was instrumental
in increasing the appreciation of the body in an economic frame, what was fashionable
transcended economic incentives and affected British culture. Fashionable trends could incite a
desire for a style without any potential of obtaining that style economically. Women desired
what was fashionable, even if they could not afford it. When these fashionable styles included
Japanese motifs, this desire transcended materialistic fashion and led to a coveting of Japanese
style linked with Orientalist ideas. Some fashion houses were able to provide women with
multiple variations of Oriental designs, most notably Liberty & Co. in London.
Arthur Lasenby Liberty (1843-1917) first began working in fashion in 1862 as an
apprentice at Farmers and Rogers Cloak Emporium. This was the same year as the International
Exhibition at Kensington, where many collections of Japanese objects, such as ceramics,
furniture, and textiles, were obtained from Japanese merchants visiting Britain. Farmers and
Rogers was quick to purchase large quantities of these items from the exhibition, and part of
Liberty’s responsibilities as an apprentice was to determine which pieces would suite the London
market best. 39 Liberty’s intuition was so astute that the company opened an Oriental warehouse
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as an extension of the store that sold Japanese items with a few Persian and Indian pieces. 40 As
the secondary store’s acting manager, Liberty understood the cultural significance the opening of
Japan was having on London. Yet in order to gain a more complete comprehension on just how
significant Japan was becoming to British culture, Liberty orchestrated appointments with James
McNeill Whistler and James Tissot to understand their artistic appreciation of Japan. 41 Liberty
spent more than ten years researching artistic appreciations of Japan and became close a business
associate with Christopher Dresser. Eventually, Liberty became so confident in his knowledge of
Japanese art and design that he decided to open his own store focused on Orientalist designs. In
1876, he established Liberty and Co. on Regent Street, bringing his extensive knowledge of
Japanese style and his experience marketing it in London. There was no doubt that Liberty
opened this store with the purpose of becoming the ultimate Orientalist emporium; he decorated
the interior of the store with giant murals of the Japanese country-side, and placed Buddhistthemed panel on the façade of the exterior. 42 He even hired a Japanese teenager, Hara Kitsui, to
greet customers as they entered the store. 43 Liberty was more than prepared to do whatever it
took to ensure people knew that his business was based on Japanese influence. He dreamed of
being the most Anglicized version of Japanese style in the country.
Liberty was quick to equip his establishment with the proper merchandise. Two of the
first items Liberty began importing to London from Japan were silks and textiles. 44 Because of
his time with Farmers and Rogers, he had engaged in numerous international exhibitions, and
understood that Japan was synonymous with floral motifs, ornate geometric designs, and nature
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themes.45 Therefore, he sold items that represented this style.46 Not only did he sell directlyimported kimonos to British women, but he also gave them the materials necessary to create their
own homemade variations of the garment, thus encouraging hybrid fashions that greatly
accentuated the appropriation of Japanese culture.
It was not a difficult task for Liberty to acquire Japanese imported silks. The
advancements that came with the Meji Restoration encouraged silk exportation to Europe. 47
Japanese officials sent convoys to Europe to acquire the best knowledge and materials for mass
silk production. The influence of the private sector also grew, allowing for well-funded,
industrialized textile towns to develop in the Japanese countryside. 48 Coincidentally, Europe’s
two largest traditional silk importers – France and China – saw their profits decrease drastically
the same time that Japanese production was rising. A parasitic disease called pebrine disease
affected silk production in France, and China was undergoing the nationwide Taiping Rebellion,
halting silk trade and exportation. These two unrelated circumstances gave the Japanese room to
grow the silk industry, as government officials desperately “needed the revenues from silk
exports to jump-start its own industrial revolution.” 49
However, the Japanese were soon inundated with international requests for original silks.
Though Japanese government officials worked tirelessly to fund and support privately owned
silk factories, the quality of silks began to decline, especially after a cure for pebrine disease was
found and China’s Taiping Rebellion had been crushed. After traveling to Tokyo in the late
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1870s, Liberty realized that Japanese silk manufactures simply could not keep up with British
demand, declaring, “The Japanese have allowed themselves to be swamped by a huge wave of
retrograde influence.”50 It was for this reason that he began commissioning textiles and fabric
from notable British merchants, including design theorists Christopher Dresser, Lindsay
Butterfield, and Walter Crane. By asking famous British designers to make “Japanese” fabrics,
Liberty embraced a new route of appropriation, one that unabashedly claimed ownership of a
culture and its products. Liberty & Co. came to be known for its “Liberty colors,” pastel hues
extremely similar to colors found in traditional Japanese artwork. 51 These colors were especially
important in light of the Aesthetic Movement, a cultural revolution that celebrated Japanese
clothing for its ability to free the body from western clothing constraints.
The art and design world quickly deemed Liberty and Co. as the premier retailer of
Japanese designs. Wealthy women partial to Japanese clothing and who were influenced by the
popular styles saw the establishment solely within an Orientalist frame, making it a haute couture
fashion house that teetered the edge of becoming a costume shop. In 1883, a dissatisfied female
customer wrote to the store, saying “I return the Japanese dressing gown...with regret at the
decadence in color which it shows...I cannot withhold the suppression of my deep
disappointment at the level to which [it has] fallen, under the influence of demands made for
cheapness and for assimilation to our own lower standard of beauty.”52 The fact that a British
woman would return a Liberty design simply because it could not be considered Japanese
enough indicates the strong association that Liberty & Co shared with Orientalism in fashion.
The unabashed rebuttal from the company was, “They are our own colors,” proving that Liberty
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saw himself as the owner of Japanese designs, at least so much as to argue against a customer
about the validity of his product. 53 This statement parallel’s Said’s assertion that Orientalism is
found in the adoption of style and nuanced circumstances, “not the correctness of the
representation nor its fidelity to some great original.”54 This is the ultimate culmination of
Liberty’s Orientalist business practices. He takes ownership not only of the design itself, but its
origin and, furthermore, of its replication.
Liberty’s influence spread throughout Britain and France like
wildfire. Painters began depicting even more white women in
kimonos, with scenes undoubtedly set in Europe, rather than Japan. 55
These paintings, such as Auguste Toulmouche’s “LaToilette,” also
showed women wearing Japanese-inspired designs in scenes other
than the bedroom or bath, creating what would have been a realistic
representation of the Japanese style on European women (see figure
5). This naturally led to other establishments following his ideas,
and some went even further into the appropriation of Japanese

Figure 5:
Auguste Toulmouche
La Toilette
1890

motifs. Many haute couture fashion houses designed dresses that
were made from imported kimonos from Japan. A stylized practice began in the late 1870s where
these companies acquired the garments simply for repurposing for Western dress. One of the
most prominent examples of this practice was Misses Turner’s Court Dressmakers Company’s
notable gown from the late 1870s. The gown was made from an imported kimono; the designer
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had to obtain the kimono, cut it to his preferences, and arrange it to fit the Western market (see
figure 6).
Fashion houses thus delved deeper in their ownership of Japanese style. No longer did
they use only Japanese inspired silks and textiles - they started to focus on themes centered
around the Western interpretation of Japan as a whole. Designers such as Doucet and House of
Worth added scenes widely understood to represent the country, embroidering floral and natural
motifs into their garments.56 One such design was cherries embroidered on dresses. Valerie
Steele’s work Fashion and eroticism: Ideals of Feminine Beauty from the Victorian Era to the
Jazz Age discusses how cherries, a sensualized fruit even in Victorian England, were a common
motif for traditional Japanese clothing. Whether they were represented as cherry tree blossoms or
in their fruit form, Western audiences saw cherries as a sexualized representation of a Japanese
natural product. Since the seventeenth century, British poets and playwrights have used cherries
to symbolize both female and male anatomy, but in the nineteenth
century, the fruit generally became “based on an idea of ripeness—
and thus the virginity tends to be seen as something that, sooner or
later, is due to be lost."57 Various paintings and poems likened the
fruit to a sexual enticement and purity, and combining this
eroticized fruit with the sexualization of the body further
characterized Japan as a nondynamic fetishization of culture. 58
Figure 6: Misses Turner’s Court
Dressmakers
1879
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exuberant bustles of the 1870s “serves to call attention to that part of the anatomy, as it was a
common feature on an evening dress of the period.” 59
Some costumiers went even further to add war helmets and swords to women’s fashions,
even though original Japanese-made clothing did not include such motifs. 60 This trend dominated
through the 1880s and 1890s; haute couture fashion houses incorporated what a Western
audience understood to be Japanese themes into their dresses to increase their appeal for their
clients. The practice went so far as to create designs that were representative of Japan as a whole;
in 1894, Jean-Phillippe Worth, son of Charles Frederick Worth, designed an ornate receiving
gown for Caroline Schermerhorn Astor Wilson, an American socialite married to a prominent
banker.61 The gown featured an asymmetrical pattern of a rising sun, a direct reference to the
mystique of Japan that had no correlation with original Japanese designs.62
As Adam Geczy, Senior Lecturer of Visual Art at the University of Sydney, explains,
House of Worth saw Japan as a voiceless inspiration. The designs of Doucet, House of Worth,
and other Western designers were considered “Japanese” through visual recognition resulting
from an Orientalist understanding that now had become common place. Haute couture fashion
was originally marketed specifically to wealthy women, but with the positive attention the
fashion houses were receiving, the style of custom designs appealed to many Western women.
Fashion houses advertised items that would be more accessible to middle-class women than
haute couture would be. These advertisements pointedly boasted the company’s investment in
Oriental designs. In 1889 advertisement for Liberty’s Japanese dressing gowns, the text
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abundantly makes clear that there is no correlation between Liberty designs and true Japanese
fashion; “the shapes are products of models sent out to Japan by Messers Liberty and Co for the
guidance of the native manufacturers. The Shapes, Styles, and Fittings are adapted for Western
use.”63 In addition to advertisements, publications for British women, such as the
Englishwomen’s Domestic Magazine, also made fashions accessible to middle-class women and
helped perpetuate the fascination with Japanese
style.64 Rather than outwardly stating what trends
were in season for the upper classes, these illustrated
publications provided women readers with subtle
fashion suggestions in the forms of pictures.
Englishwomen’s Domestic Magazine devoted entire

Figure 7: Godey’s Lady’s Magazine
Advertisement

sections to fashion trends. While illustrations were devoid of any advertisements associated with
the dresses, women who could not afford a haute couture gown, were expected to find patterns
and fabrics that best resembled what was seen in the fashion plates of the magazines. 65 Some
middle-class women were able to afford Liberty & Co. textiles since the establishment was a
fabric company as well as a haute couture fashion house, but many middle class women searched
for more reasonably priced materials. Towards the 1880s, the fashion plates in middle class
women’s magazines began to show dresses with unmistakable Japanese motifs, reflecting the
haute couture designs of House of Worth and Liberty & Company. For example, the March1880
publication of Godey’s Lady’s Book depicts a row of women wearing tailored and sophisticated
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dresses66 A woman on the far right is clad in a day gown with a bustled-jacket patterned with
chrysanthemums (see figure 7).67 This design was a direct integration of Japanese motifs into a
Western dress, even though the magazine did not explicitly state the origins of the design.
Underneath the illustration, the magazine simply adds the caption “Godey’s Fashions for March
1880.”68 Japanese motifs were present everywhere British women would look, and fashion
proved to be a deciding factor for altering British commercial culture.

From Fetish and Fashion to Expression:
Towards the beginning of the twentieth century, incorporating Japanese styles became the
norm for most fashion houses and textile shops. By the turn of the century, haute couture had
elevated clothing to become an art form, leaving space for influential designers to experiment
with different motifs and themes. Perhaps the most influential designer of the time was Paul
Poiret (1879-1944). In 1903, Poiret was dismissed from the company for designing a black cloak
with straight lines that was too similar to a kimono for Russian Princess Bariatinsky. This
mistake came at the start of the Japanese-Russo war, in which Japanese officials sent soldiers
into Eastern Russia to violently slaughter and conquer coastal towns. Reacting to the Japaneseinspired design, the Princess exclaimed, “What horror; with us, when there are low fellows who
run after our sledge and annoy us, we have their heads cut off, and we put them in sacks just like
that.” 69 This reaction irked Poiret, who saw Japanese style less not as a direct association with
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Japan but rather a way to artistically express generalized cultural differences. Indeed, by the time
of the Japanese-Russo war, the term “Japonism” began gaining more recognition since its
invention in 1872 by French art-critic Phillipe Burty.70 Poiret was eager to prove that Japonism
had already become part of Western culture, and established his own haute couture shop in 1903
to do so.71
Poiret began experimenting with Japanese-inspired garments following the opening of his
design shop. Poiret’s establishment could not be considered an established “company” per se,
because his designs were commissioned rather than bought. His interest in fashion resulted from
the relationship of clothing and art, and he proved his vision by becoming the first designer to
market his designs in Vogue. 72 By doing so, he eliminated any associations between fashions and
economic success. Readers of Vogue would see his designs for what they added to the fashion
industry in the artistic sense, not for how they could be worn in everyday life. Poiret embraced
his reputation of being an artist rather than a fashion designer. “'I am not commercial,” he said to
American journalists in 1913. “Ladies come to me for a gown as they go to a distinguished
painter to get their portraits put on canvas. I am an artist, not a dressmaker.” 73 Through his public
persona as an artist and his dedication to Japonism as a British cultural theme, Poiret pioneered
the transformation of Japonism in fashion from a purely economic commodity to an artistic
expression. Poiret did sell his designs, but the way in which he described himself, his creations,
and his inspirations allowed him to “create his own Orient,” says Geczy. “Poiret’s clothes did not
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simply evoke or invoke a place beyond itself; they participated in its continued conception. In
short, they kept the idea alive and mobile.” 74
Between 1903 and 1912, Poiret dedicated his career to creating garments cut with
Orientalist styles. He designed liberating, outlandish garments for women that were a direct nod
to the Western fascination with the ‘East.’ He saw potential in kimonos being able to display
expensive fabrics and complicated designs efficient. As fashion history Akiko Fukai at the
Fashion Institute in Tokyo attests, the interest in the kimono began a new genre of costumefashion, and that “the flat shape and openness of the kimono… suggested one direction that the
new relationship between the body and clothing would go.” 75 Indeed, Poiret was able to bring
attention to the body through his use of the kimono’s style. He created numerous garments that
resembled a traditional Japanese kimono, such as a 1909 black evening gown that featured an
unstructured cut and trailing back and a 1912 kimono-inspired gown.76 Yet neither of these
pieces became as noteworthy as his most famous designs, the Lampshade Tunic in 1912 (see
figure 8).
The Lampshade Tunic, like Poiret’s other designs, incorporated colors and embroidery
that Liberty marketed, but the most compelling element of the garment was the cut. Poiret
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managed to construct a swaying outer layer to the tunic, giving it
movement without sacrificing space to present the colors and
embroidery. The Lampshade Tunic was based on Persian
influences, especially given the long pantaloons that accompanied
the garment. Yet Japanese motifs are still apparent in the garment,
and Poiret further delved into Orientalism by combining two nonWestern cultures for Western art. He eventually started to remove
Figure 8: Lampshade Tunic, Paul
Poiret, 1912

the corsets from his designs and encouraged other designers to do

the same. Notable dressmakers such as Mariano Fortuny and Jeanne Paquin followed Poiret’s
example and designed gowns reminiscent of Japanese kimonos. Their designs, which were
advertised in Britain, lacked any confining cuts and were able to artfully display the use of
kimono-inspired elements.77 This change celebrated the body for its ability to be a frame for
Poiret’s fashion rather than a dependent form that needed covering. 78
Poiret saw himself as the embodiment of the Orient, more so than Worth, Liberty, or any
other designer ever had. Poiret surrounded himself with Orientalism in every aspect of his life.
His Parisian home was decorated with Indian furniture and wall coverings, he dabbled in
watercolors of Persian and Japanese scenery, and he threw extravagant parties in which guests
were required to wear oriental-themed costumes.79 The larger part of the public saw him as a
ridiculous embarrassment to the art and fashion industry because of his outlandish lifestyle
choices and costume parties, but his designs transcended his reputation. Poiret created a new
genre of fashion, one that celebrated costumes and masquerades, and made the Orient “a
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dimension of his own creative signature.” 80 Because of his own larger-than-life reputation in the
fashion industry, Poiret also created fame for his Japanese-inspired designs. Japonism came to be
associated with Poiret and his followers, rather than Japan. This eradicated the “invisible screen
that occurred with masquerade” and gave the designs a space of their own, allowing for more
developed interpretations of Japanese style without the lens of an Orientalist designer. 81
Through its eroticization and adaptation, Japanese style had become so tightly linked to
British culture that it soon became a commodity that could be marketed throughout the world.
They way other countries interacted with British interpretation of Japanese motifs solidified
Japonism’s transformation from a marketable trend to a cultural staple. When Britain began
advertising Japanese-inspired garments to the United States in the 1910s, Japanese style had
become an artistic commodity. British fashion houses often had American elites as clients, such
as the case of Caroline Schermerhorn Astor Wilson and her dress from House of Worth.
Americans were exposed to Japonism with increased frequency at the turn of the century,
especially given Poiret’s eccentric attitude and designs. The American market soon grew a niche
for Japanese-inspired designs through a British lens. In the early 1900s, an article in the Times
Picayune in New Orleans stated that “Large stores in every city in the country are selling real
hand-embroidered kimonos at $1.50 and $2.00...they are the real Japanese shapes, with the full,
loose sleeve, and they are universally becoming.” 82 Describing the dressing gowns as
“universally becoming” indicates the British’s uninformed assertion that traditional kimonos
were designed with straight edges and billowing cuts. As Liza Darby discusses, corporal flattery
was not a reason Japanese women wore kimonos. In fact, Japanese women would have added
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another element to a kimono - the osade - to accentuate their waists, making traditional kimonos
completely different than the loosely flowing dressing
gowns promoted in the United States. 83 Even as late as
1920s, the billowing designs still were shared with
American markets; another collection at the V&A Archive
of Art and Design presents evidence of draping overcoats
over un-corseted layers being marketing to American
publications. Multiple photographs of dresses reminiscent of
traditional kimonos were shared with the New York Times

Figure 9: House of Worth
Publicity Photo, p. 6

and Ladies Home Journal, as well as other British
publications such as the Westminster Gazette (see figures 9
and 10).84 A documented tracking sheet showing where
these photographs were sent allows for a broader
understanding of these design’s influences. 85
Japonism became its own separate entity that could
be incorporated into a larger

Figure 10: House of Worth
Publicity Photo, p. 8

appropriation of anything foreign. For example, a 1914
advertisement in the American publication Ladies Home Journal stated “this season we are
borrowing from almost every Oriental country and the effect is most picturesque. We have
adapted the Persian lampshade tunic and headdresses, the Chinese colors and embroideries,
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kimono effects and collars from Japan, and burnoose draperies from Arabia.” 86 In this instance,
Americans did not see just Japanese fashion as a marketable trend; they instead saw the Orient as
a whole as fashionable and exotic. Therefore, they advertised Japanese style as a component
within that larger fascination. Another example of Americans’ developing Orientalism is how
American manufactures would design dressing gowns after the British interpretation of the
kimono, but would add Persian-influenced embroidery. 87 This combination of two distinctly
different societies within a single garment indicates a holistic affinity for exoticism rather than
appeal for individual cultures.
American clothing and import shops also presented their Orientalist designs as being
legitimate because of their connections with British fashion designers. For example, in 1910,
Madam Najla Mogabgab, an importer based in New York City, boasted that her Japaneseinspired designs, saying her “clever use of genuine Oriental fabrics and ornaments is what
distinguishes many of the Mme. Mogabgab creations from medals made by dressmakers who
lack her direct connection with the center of Far Eastern Art and commerce.”

88

This “direct

connection with the center of Far Eastern Art and commerce” came from Mogabgab’s
interactions with British and Parisian fashion merchants. 89 Claiming that London and Paris were
the hubs of Orientalist fashions exposes how reliant American assimilation of Japanese style was
on British culture.
Throughout the rest of the twentieth century, the kimono would continue to be a
Westernized version of Japanese tradition. In the 1930s and 1940s, famous designers such as
Coco Chanel and Jeanne Lanvin used kimono-styled jackets and robes as staples in their spring
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catalogues.90 Indeed, we even see the slow assimilation in the House of Worth photographs from
the Blythe House archives from the late 1920s. Despite the many examples of Japanese-styled
jackets and dresses represented in the collection, the associates at House of Worth did not once
mention the items having any categorical ties to Japan. 91 Furthermore, since the 1980s, massproduced dressing gowns found in department stores were made of polyester silk with Japanese
designs. Yet these robes had never been marketed as “Japanese” or “Eastern”; they are sold as
purely Westernized concept for an intimate and unpublicized purpose: masking various states of
undress of Western women. 92 Even today, if one searches “kimonos” on popular clothing retail
websites, grossly Westernized takes on Japanese style populate the results, proving that Japanese
style, though unnamed, is still present in today’s shifting cultural understanding. The
transformation from grand ball gowns to cheap bathrobes sold in department stores is indicative
of the changing cultural associations between Japan and Britain.
Adam Geczy believes that the shift between Britain outwardly associating itself with
Japan to the West blatantly using Japanese style without mention of the East came in the 1930s,
when Japan’s growing militaristic prowess altered trade relations with Britain. Japan became
extremely militarized and conquered many neighboring regions through violent means. The
government became obsessed with preserving its modern take on a militaristic empire. 93 As
Geczy writes in Fashion and Orientalism, “Tradition [in the 1930s] became increasingly
fetishized in the temples of Kyoto and in localized tea ceremonies…intellectuals and laymen
alike, in speculating on a wrong turn lamented Japan’s dislocation from its older
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traditions.”94Because of this, Japanese citizens, who were encouraged to dress in Western dress
during the beginnings of the Meiji Reformation, resorted back to modern versions of traditional
clothing.95 Japanese nationalism exponentially increased in the 1930s through new government
policies and military successes, and Japan was no longer considered a figment of the Western
imagination. Japan was now a threat to British peace, and Japanese styled-clothing therefore
became unpopular in the West. 96 Though the styles remained, Japan was no longer culturally
associated with these Western interpretations of kimonos and Japanese garments.

Conclusion:
In 1899, social-scientist Thorstein Veblen gave a name the act of borrowing cultural
elements “not owned by the person who appropriates and consumes them.” It was the first time
that the term “appropriation” was used to define the act of assimilating other cultures.97 Japan
resides in a special place within the study of Orientalism; it was never colonized or forcibly
invaded, and the lack of direct religious and cultural significance before the nineteenth century
differed Japan from other Eastern countries in Said’s repertoire. The twentieth century,
moreover, proved a tumultuous time for Japan through its involvement in the Russo-Japanese
war and the growing militaristic prowess the country was experiencing. During this time, British
designers were not basing their art and fashion on Japan as a country, but instead reminisced on
how Japan was perceived by the West in Western imagination. Trade shows and artistic
representations singled Japan as a new, unique, and exotic fantasy. Japan became statically
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Orientalized based on its artistic culture, rather than its political and military interactions with
Britain. Edward Said categorizes Orientalism as a “distribution of geopolitical awareness into
aesthetic, scholarly, economic, sociological, historical, and philological texts” that are symbolic
of “a discourse that is by no means in direct, corresponding relationship with political power in
the raw, but rather is produced and exits in an uneven exchange with various kinds of power.98 In
the case of Japanese style in British women’s fashion, British designed garments act as the
“texts” that point towards Orientalism, while the static understanding of traditional Japan acts as
the power that is subverted by cultural differences.
Mimicking this artistic expression, Western artists and designers added their own
eroticized understandings of the country to create a new genre of cultural expression in the form
of Japonism. To the Europeans, especially the British, “kimono-style dress was all but a
transmutation of harem dress with its limitless erotic undertones; the geisha became the modern
counterpart of the romantic harem-dweller.” 99 This unique and poignant appropriation acts as
working definition of Japonism. Veblen coined this term in his 1899 book, The Theory of
Leisure and Class, in the middle of the transformation of Japonism from trend to culture in
Britain. Britain’s fascination with Japan gradually evolved throughout the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, starting from the eroticized rumors about Japanese women and growing
to an acceptance of Japanese culture into the British lifestyle. Artist and designers such as
Whistler, Dresser, Liberty, Worth, and Poiret, indeed, did help perpetuate the rise of Japanese
influence in women’s fashion, yet it was nature of haute couture fashion itself that was the
deciding factor that fostered Orientalism in Britain. Women’s haute couture fashion gave
Japonism a unique space to enter British culture, because haute couture itself relied on the
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cultural climate of its consumers. Fashion influenced how the entirety of British women
perceived trends and styles, allowing Japanese style to be accepted into British culture through
the materialistic desires of British women. Fashion was used as a vessel, one that held the
relationship between Western interpretations of Japan and growing commodity enterprises in
Britain. Orientalism and capitalism were working in tandem in nineteenth century women’s
fashion, and that capitalism was enfolded into British artistic expression at the dawn of the 20th
century. What is considered “fashionable” is ever-changing and fickle; trends come and go as
quickly as the narratives of history can change. Yet culture leaves infinitely longer-lasting effects
on society. Long after a fashionable trends unravel, the remains of that cultural impact are
stitched into the fabric on societal consciousness and history.
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Appendix:
Item 1: James McNeill Whistler: Caprice in Purple and Gold- The
Golden Screen 1864
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Item 2: James McNeill Whistler
The Princess from the Land of Porcelain
1865

Item 3: James McNeill Whistler
The Balcony
Between 1863-1879
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Item 4: Marie-Francois-Firmin Girard
The Japanese Toilette
1873

Item 5: Tea Gown
Anonymous (Japanese, made for
import to be sold at Libery & Co.)
1895

Item 6: Tea Gown
Liberty & Co.
1885
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Item 7: Pierre-Auguste Renior
Madame Heriot
1882

Item 8: Gown, Anonymous, 1890
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Item 9: Reception Dress
Charles Frederick Worth, House
of Worth
1892

Item 10: Day Gown
Doucet & Co.
1897

Item 11: Reception Gown, House of Worth, 1892
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Item 12: Evening Coat, Paul Poiret, 1909

Item 13: Gown, Paul Poiret, 1912

Item 14: Dinner gown, Jeanne Paquin, 1908
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Item 15: Evening Coat, Mariano Fortuny, 1910
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Item 16: Evening Coat, Mariano Fortuny, 1910
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